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Abstract

In the present paper we examine the different ways of knowledge sharing in the contemporary business environment. In order to do this, we need to divorce R from D in R&D. For the purpose of this paper we distinguish four types of knowledge and correspondingly we introduce four metaphors of knowledge sharing: the four knowledge restaurants. In buffets ready-made knowledge is offered for self-service; there are restaurants in which the knowledge broker fulfils the role of the waiter offering a la cart menus; in some very expensive restaurants we can try what is recommended by the chef; finally, we sometimes make our own coffee in the coffee room and, obviously, have a chat along.
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1. Knowledge sharing in the f-era

In the present study we are interested in knowledge sharing. More precisely, we observed that there are different ways of knowledge sharing so we set out to explore how many different types we can identify and how they are different. We identified four distinct types of knowledge sharing. Previously we developed a model of knowledge types, in which we
identified three types of knowledge; the knowledge of facts, skills, and intuition. (Dörfler et al., 2008) In that model we did not distinguish between two kinds of intuition; this we will do in the present study. That way, we can match the four types of knowledge sharing to the four knowledge types.

For the present inquiry we conceptualize knowledge sharing in the following way: First, we delineate knowledge sharing from knowledge transfer. In knowledge transfer knowledge is passed from one person to another person; if there are more persons on the receiving end we can describe the process as multiple knowledge transfers. The reason for this is that we regard knowledge as constructive in nature; i.e. the increased personal knowledge will be born in the complex interaction of the existing personal knowledge and the new knowledge that is being received. For instance, a professor is talking to a class of 10 students and the 10 students will all learn something different from the same talk due to their different existing person knowledge. Thus this teaching-learning process can be described as 10 knowledge transfer processes. Knowledge transfer may also happen in interactive way; i.e. one person is passing on some knowledge to another one and this second one is passing some knowledge back to the first one. This we do not call knowledge sharing, only bidirectional (or, in case of more people involved multidirectional) knowledge transfer.

Knowledge sharing, naturally, comprises knowledge transfer but also something else. In our conception knowledge sharing is the transpersonal dimension of the knowing process; this means that, apart from transferring knowledge to each other, the interaction will result in additional knowledge which does not come from any of the participants. This transpersonal knowledge creation is in our view the essence of knowledge sharing. And, in turn, knowledge sharing becomes the essence of all collaboration.

In the present business environment the well-structured definitions are rare; usually only the outdated concepts are well-defined. In the age of discontinuity (Drucker, 1969) and unreason (Handy, 1991) when the business is ‘funky’ (Nordström & Ridderstråle, 2002) and the profitability is killing the enterprise (Mintzberg, 2007) we cannot wait until we can properly define the four ways of knowledge sharing. Therefore we use metaphors. We talk about four restaurants in which the knowledge sharing happens. To signify that it is a new era which we use as our frame of thinking, we also introduce a new name for this era.

Today we have a number of epithets describing our era, business and society. We talk about knowledge era, information society, electronic business, collaborative commerce, etc. The dominant one-letter prefix is «e» indicating the electronic -era, -society, -business, etc. In this paper we suggest starting to use the next letter in the alphabet to emphasize that we think that the e-era is obsolete; a new era, a post-e-era is on the doorstep. We call it the f-
era. Of course, this is only a convenient ex-post explanation: what we originally wanted to emphasize is the idea of freedom. Still, the previous explanation is correct as we think that the freedom dominantly characterizes the post-e-era.

This study is structured the following way: first we introduce the types of knowledge; then we describe our four knowledge restaurant metaphors; finally we provide a process-oriented picture for find the appropriate ‘locations’ for the knowledge restaurants, i.e. their role in an organization.

2. Knowledge types

In this section we define four types of knowledge; each type will have a focal and a subsidiary subtype. First we introduce the distinction between focal and subsidiary and then the four major types. The four types of knowledge will form the basis for describing our knowledge restaurants.

2.1. Focal and subsidiary

When describing the act of knowing Polanyi (1962: 55-65) realized that e.g. when hammering a nail we are differently aware of the hammer and of the nail. What is in the focus of our act he called “focal awareness”, in this case we have focal awareness of driving in the nail; of everything else, in this case of the feeling in our palm, of the hammer, etc., we have “subsidiary awareness”. In many cases, what we have focal awareness of is further from us, therefore Polanyi calls it the distal part; and those things that we have subsidiary awareness of are often nearer, therefore these make the proximal part. Polanyi (1966: 11) uses these terms in a metaphor borrowed from anatomy to describe the structure of the two types of awareness:

“... we are aware of the proximal term of an act of tacit knowing in the appearance of its distal term; we are aware of that from which we are attending to another thing, in the appearance of that thing.”

So, on the input side, we have the proximal part and we are attending from this proximal part to the distal part – which is what we are really interested in. While reading, the meaning of the text is in the focus and there is a subsidiary awareness of the letters, grammatical rules, etc. Based on the two types of attention we can distinguish two types of knowledge; thus we can speak of focal knowledge and subsidiary knowledge. These two knowledge types will form the first dimension of our knowledge typology.
It is important (but not easy) to understand that the elements that make the proximal part belong to the domain of explicit knowledge, while the distal part, i.e. what is in the focus, belongs to tacit knowledge. So the focal knowledge is tacit and the subsidiary knowledge is explicit. For instance, we can teach someone letters, rules of grammar etc. But we cannot teach anyone how to write a good poem. We must also note that if we talk in terms of knowing (an act in which we use knowledge, such as learning something new or applying our knowledge) rather than knowledge, as Polanyi did, the tacit and explicit will swap places. So, the focal knowing is explicit and the subsidiary knowing is tacit. The explanation of this is that, when talking about knowing, we talk about what the process is aimed at; and we are consciously aware of this. For instance, when we are trying to understand the text, hammer the nail, or write a poem, we are able to refer to the text, nail, or poem. At the same time, we are not consciously aware of the letters and rules of grammar or of the hammer, therefore we cannot identify these.

Of course the fact that it is possible to teach the rules of grammar does not imply that we necessarily acquire them in a classroom. For instance, we can follow our parents’ example of how they talk and that way gradually becoming able to speak following the rules of grammar without ever being able to put them into words – this does not neglect the fact that rules of grammar can be thought. Therefore we will consider that subsidiary knowledge is explicit, even though it may not be in certain cases; the focal knowledge, as we have already shown through several examples and further examples will be provided later, is always tacit.

The distinction of focal and subsidiary knowledge will form one dimension of our knowledge typology. We will introduce four types of knowledge in the following section and each type will have a focal and a subsidiary part.

2.2. Four kinds of knowledge

This section starts from the conception of knowledge that considers exclusively what we can express in form of facts or by describing formal procedures. This starting point, however, is only adopted in order to extend it; we will review what others have added to this conception and we add several ideas ourselves. The discussion does not follow the order of how our knowledge typology was born and refined but we give some comments on that aspect as well. The knowledge typology serves as a basis for the knowledge restaurants that we introduce in the present study; the typology is discussed in greater details elsewhere. (Dörfler et al., 2008)
Ryle (1949) was the first in our era to examining the nature of knowledge from this perspective, and he asserted that not all knowledge can be described as a set of facts and propositions. We may know how to do things, which we cannot necessarily formulate as a list of propositions. The knowledge of facts and propositions Ryle calls “knowing that” and the knowledge of how to do things “knowing how”. The essence of distinction between ‘know-that’ and ‘know-how’ is the falsification of the intellectualist legend, according to which an act can be considered intelligent if and only if the person is thinking what (s)he is doing while doing it. This would mean that (s)he observes rules or applies criteria. Borrowing an example from Ryle (ibid: 30) this would mean that:

“The chef must recite his recipes to himself before he can cook according to them.”

If you have ever seen a chef you will know that this is not the case.

If we dig deeper, we can find further knowledge categories that are not covered by ‘know-that’ and ‘know-how’. For one, if we do know how to perform a particular operation and detect and correct the mistakes and also to improve the process, it is not necessary that we would have also been capable of creating this ‘know-how’. So there seems to be a deeper understanding, which is necessary to create a novum, although, we can polish an existing process without it. To adopt a similar term to ‘know-that’ and ‘know-how’ this kind of knowledge category could be named ‘know-why’; this is the knowledge of the creatives. Once we have already defined this kind of knowledge, we had to realize that Gurteen (1998: 5) has also identified it, has named it the same and, similarly to Ryle, he used the chef as an example: if there is an ingredient missing from your cake, knowing why that ingredient was part of the recipe might help you finding a substitution; and he adds:

“In fact, know-why is often more important than know-how as it allows you to be creative – to fall back on principles – to re-invent your know-how and to invent new know-how.”

In the very first version of our knowledge typology, we identified three types of knowledge, the facts, the skills, and the intuition. Later we have added another dimension, which was the focal-subsidiary distinction, as it was indicated in the previous section. However, when we tried to explain what belongs to the each of the six subtypes, we had to realize that the typology is not yet complete.

The subsidiary knowledge of a fact is the measurement (i.e. the rules of measuring) and the focal part is the event. The subsidiary part of skills is the set of rules and the focal part is the act. The subsidiary part of the intuition is the set of logical rules, the explanation, always posterior. Trying to match the ‘know-that’; ‘know-how’, and ‘know-why’ to this
model we have found that the focal skill corresponds to ‘know-how’, the focal intuition to ‘know-why’, and all types of subsidiary knowledge are ‘know-that’. For a while we attempted to describe the focal facts also with ‘know-that’, as Ryle called this knowledge type facts and propositions. This was a mistake. The ‘know-that’ only contains secondhand facts and propositions. It is not about what we experience but what someone else tells us.

If we experience an event, we will know more about it than what we can put into words. For proper distinction we must consider the phenomenology of the events and include qualia into the conceptualization of focal facts. The concept of qualia can easily be understood from Jackson’s (1982) famous thought experiment: Mary had grown up in a completely black-and-white environment; she was never allowed to leave her room and to see Nature. She had never seen any colour apart from black and white. She had been educated about the colours, about the perception, about the biology of seeing. She had learned everything that can be learned about the colours from others without actually experiencing anything in colour. Then she leaves her room; she sees a red rose and passes out. There is something that cannot be explained, something that needs to be experienced personally. Following Ryle’s naming-logic, we call the focal knowledge of facts ‘know-it’.

Now, that all three knowledge types with their subtypes seemed to be covered, we have found the model satisfactory. Temporarily. But then, we were working with decision takers and we realized that they know something that is still missing from the model.

Examining what leaders and managers do today in relation to knowledge work we have observed that it is also important to find where the existing knowledge can be utilized. Drucker (2002) came to similar conclusion and recognized as important to answer the question “What is the task?”. This is the knowledge of what is worth dealing with; it can be added to the previous list of knowledge types as the knowledge of problems; or, in the terminology of Ryle’s model, the ‘know-what’. (Table 1) The subsidiary part of the knowledge of problems we call depicting, meaning, that when we know what is worth dealing with we can describe it in certain manner but this is usually not a well-structured formal description, rather a vague picture not unlike a caricature. The focal part of the knowledge of problems the outset, i.e. the understanding of the problem as it can be seen at the start. In the case of ill-structured problems the problem will look very differently near the end of the creative problem-solving process but the picture which we start with is important as it affects how we approach the problem. The ‘know-what’ and the ‘know-why’ both belong to intuition but the first is about finding what problems are worth dealing with while the second about creating a solution. In this study we call the first “insight” and the second “problem”.
In the following section these types of knowledge will be offered as outputs in the different forms of knowledge sharing (actually the skills do not appear explicitly in the output but they usually play role in producing the output). So the various knowledge types are the products in the knowledge restaurants.

### 3. The restaurants

In many languages the need for knowledge is expressed by the words of thirst or hunger. This gave us the idea to use metaphors of restaurants to describe the different ways of knowledge sharing. We characterize all the four ways of knowledge sharing introduced here with the character “f” which refers to freedom; it will appear in the role of intermediation. The summary of description is provided on Figure 1, which also shows how the various knowledge restaurants are linked; i.e. the output of one restaurant often serves as input for the other one. The detailed description of the various restaurants is provided below; we adopted the vocabulary of manufacturing companies for the present description but the concepts can easily be generalized to any kind of service providers or administrative organizations as well.

---

**Table 1: Types of knowledge**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>facts</th>
<th>skills</th>
<th>insight</th>
<th>problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>focal</strong></td>
<td>event</td>
<td>act</td>
<td>hunch</td>
<td>outset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>subsidiary</strong></td>
<td>measuring</td>
<td>rules</td>
<td>explanation</td>
<td>depicting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Figure 1: The buffet, the waiter, the chef and the coffee-room.

#### 3.1. The knowledge buffet

In a ‘buffet’ you can choose from the food on the table. There is nothing done to your order (apart from an occasional omelette), everything is ready-made, you can choose from what you see. On some buffet tables you will only find ham and cheese, on some there will be even oysters; it happens that you only find three types of food and the drink is limited to tea and coffee but there are also some buffets where you get freshly squeezed orange papaya juice and champagne. The variety and the quality of food are typically in direct relation with the price of the buffet. In terms of knowledge sharing this corresponds to having a choice of ready-made knowledge items offered; if we go to a knowledge buffet with our colleagues we can try different things and perhaps various mixes of what is offered and recommend to each other what we like the most.

In a face-to-face setting some short courses can be offered this way, usually focusing on up-to-date information rather than any insights; but a presentation from the other department can be similarly informative. In the virtual world there are portals offering pieces of knowledge of second-hand facts; here we call them news portals. This kind of knowledge restaurant is the most appropriate for being placed in the virtual world.
This kind of knowledge sharing usually happens in interaction between the construction and the operations (here this means the main process of an organization). On the input side of the process of knowledge sharing we find facts, i.e. up-to-date subsidiary facts that are essentially the news from the knowledge domain. This is why we call the virtual versions of knowledge buffets news portals. The output is also well-structured and explicit, so we know that it will be some sort of subsidiary knowledge. The members of construction and operations review the existing operational processes in the light of the new facts from the domain; this process we call the construction. The output of the construction is a design (facts arranged along existing patterns to improve the processes of operations). This means that the knowledge created in the construction will belong to subsidiary skills (process description in form of rules and second-hand facts of the operations) and subsidiary facts (rules and second-hand facts of measurement and product specifications). Occasionally some focal facts and skills are also created in the knowledge buffet but this is less significant and should be explained by the presence of some components of the other knowledge restaurants.

In the face-to-face version of the knowledge buffet the agent of this is an instructor delivering the new facts but it may also often happen on conferences or reading from books and papers, in which cases there is no agent present. We call the agent the f-instructor to emphasize the importance of being free when choosing from the buffet table – in the case of virtual knowledge buffet this means free surfing.

3.2. The knowledge broker

In an ‘à la cart’ restaurant you are served by the waiter. You may order from the menu or you can choose from the specialities of the day; the dish is not ready-made but made to order. While you cannot order something that is completely alien to the menu, you may have some wishes for customization, such as having your steak rare of well-done, you can ask for a potato mash instead of rise, etc. The level of customization also depends on how well they know you and on the skills of the cook. A regular may have privileges for instance getting the particular variant of curry made of lamb even if it is normally only made of chicken. Others will be told that this cannot be done. The à la cart (knowledge) restaurant offers customized freshly made knowledge provided by the knowledge menu – which is roughly what the cook can prepare. But in this restaurant the main player is not the cook but the waiter. This is a very personal restaurant in which great attention is paid to the guest. And, to be honest, this is the only such restaurant. You can also observe that the price of the restaurant is much more indicative of the ambient and service quality than of the quality or variety of food. In terms of knowledge sharing we can talk about a degree of
customization of the knowledge that the source offers. The recommendations are here made
by the waiter, who has the insider knowledge of the kitchen (e.g. that the trout is not fresh
today or that the cook is not great making lamb shank) and, if (s)he is really good, can
probably advise which of the available wines fits perfectly your chosen dish.

In a face-to-face setting we may get external consultants trying to deliver some sort of
customized knowledge but this is rarely successful, as they are not familiar with the
organizational context. More successful variants would include workshops between various
departments, at least one of which is development-related. In the virtual world a version of
collaborative space can fulfil this role, starting from various fora, blogs, wikis – but an
appropriate solution should also include a tool for knowledge modelling and playing with
scenarios, therefore we call these development spaces. Nothing radically new happens in
the à la cart knowledge restaurants but all development happens here – thus it is a very
significant form of knowledge sharing.

This kind of knowledge sharing typically happens in interaction between the construction
and the development. To the input side the construction is delivering the design from the
previous knowledge buffet, while the development is bringing the novum from the chef’s
restaurant, which will be introduced next. We have already seen that the design consists of
well-structured subsidiary facts and skills; and in the following restaurant we will see that
novum belongs to the intuitive insight (containing both the focal and the subsidiary part).
The output is presented as well-structured but this is not entirely true. The output is
innovation. This means that the novum (creative idea) is converted into a value in the
context of existing and forthcoming design; it will enhance the value of the operational
processes. The process in the à la cart knowledge restaurant is the development, in which
the existing facts are arranged into new patterns; this indicates new operational processes
and/or new products. Therefore this type of knowledge sharing is the source of competitive
advantages. It is the source of success in competition is in being different from the others.
The innovation, once successful, really can be described in terms of subsidiary knowledge;
we have to consider subsidiary facts, skills and intuition. However, more frequently than in
the previous knowledge buffet, focal knowledge types also appear, although they are still
far from becoming dominant. Importantly, the regular guests of the à la cart knowledge
restaurant will gradually acquire focal skills required for development and by getting used
to experiencing the nova they will also acquire valuable focal facts. The most talented ones
may even shift towards having intuitive hunches or outsets.

In the face-to-face version of the à la cart knowledge restaurant role of the waiter (agent) is
fulfilled by the knowledge broker; in the f-era we call her/him an f-broker. The f-broker
connects the knowledge buyer and the knowledge seller acting as a trusted third party
The f-broker’s knowledge is very different from the guests of the à la carte knowledge restaurant – (s)he is not in the knowledge domain. The f-broker has a deep knowledge of people and wide but superficial knowledge of the domain, sufficient to understand who is interested in what. This is very similar to how much the waiter knows about cooking.

The first two knowledge restaurants, i.e. the knowledge buffet facilitated by the f-instructor and the à la carte knowledge restaurant in which the f-broker serves the dish from the menu, belong to the domain of normal paradigm in Kuhnian (1962) sense. Nothing radical happens; the existing knowledge is polished further and innovative ideas originating elsewhere are converted into values. In contrast, the next two knowledge restaurants belong to the domain of paradigmatic changes, to revolutions. The ‘recommended by the chef’ restaurant and the ‘coffee room’ are the places for the radical ideas. The players here change their glasses through which they see the world all the time.

We also have to divorce R from D in R&D, to draw a sharp distinction between research and development. We consider research to be the creative process producing a novum; the development is an innovation based on this novum and the existing design. A breakthrough innovation is usually based on a breakthrough novum but only a small percentage of great nova becomes a breakthrough innovation. As innovation is about creating a value based on the novum, it is also possible to have a breakthrough innovation based on a minor novum – but it is unlikely to give you such advantage as one based on a brilliant idea. We are probably biased but we believe that the great nova make the difference in the world.

3.3. Recommended by the chef

There are very expensive restaurants where you will get specialities ‘recommended by the chef’. This involves several things: you will always have fresh food but there is no wide choice; there are only the fresh ingredients that the purchased in the morning; you will also be affected by the mood of the chef – what (s)he wants to cook today is what you can get. But somehow the restaurant, the chef, the food, the drink, and even your mood and personality form a great harmony and you shall enjoy your meal. The prices in the restaurant directly relate to the chef and her/his Michelin stars. By the way, the quality of the food and the service will just naturally be excellent – but this is not the point. The chef does not care about you. (S)He only cares about the food of her/his dreams. Still, the dinner will be a perfect experience. In terms of knowledge sharing the offered knowledge is of the highest possible sophistication, fresh, and, although it is not created for us, not unlike magic, it works for us. Frequently not as we have thought it would, but it does.
The face-to-face version of this knowledge restaurant is much more likely than a virtual one. The importance of the focal fact, of experiencing the event, increased so much that the virtual version can only fulfill a partial role. It seems that the participants need to sense each others’ physical presence. The virtual version, as much as it can help, should be a research space. The research space primarily differs from the development space in that it is much more focused on supporting the informal, ill-structured processes. It needs to support a complex web of concepts (if possible 3D), enable search across various types of communication records (including multimedia). To make it even more difficult, the results from this knowledge restaurant should be exportable in a well-structured format to be used in the previous à la cart one.

This type of knowledge sharing happens in interaction between the development and the creative laboratory. On the input side we can see the initial problem which has been born in the coffee room from the next section; the focal part of it is the intuitive outset and the subsidiary part is the depicting. Both enter this knowledge sharing process which is undescribable as each and every instance of it involves a different act of creation; this is what we call research. The outcome of the research is the novum, i.e. a creative solution to a problem. But the problem at the end of the research (for which a solution has been produced) is not anymore the same initial one that entered the research process. The novum, which is the solution to the final version of the problem, is something that did not exist before; a new idea that can form the basis for a forthcoming development in the previous à la cart knowledge restaurant. In this knowledge restaurant the focal knowledge becomes more important than the subsidiary knowledge although both are part of the output. The hunch, the flash in which the novum is born, as well as the explanation of it. Not only that the focal insight gains dominance over other kinds of knowledge in this restaurant but the participants also seem to value it above any other knowledge form.

In the chef’s restaurant only the chef can make recommendations. This restaurant is not about the guests but about the chef. In the research space only the guru, as we call her/him, the f-guru can be the agent. We will tell more about the guru in Section 4, in which we adopt a more process-based view to place the knowledge restaurants into organizational context. For now it is sufficient that the f-guru tells you how things are, and (s)he is right. (S)He is like the prophet of the domain; her/his view validates the knowledge.

3.4. In the coffee room

The fourth knowledge restaurant is not a real restaurant at all. It is a place at home (i.e. in the company) where everyone makes her/his own coffee or tea. We even may make a couple of sandwiches. When we make our own drink, it is all about us and what we are
most interested in. It is about where we are going forward. It is about our joint dreams. In the ‘coffee room’ the differences of position disappear, all are equal. That means all who are allowed into the coffee room. They are equal but they are not the same. The differences of this sort are the source of potential in transpersonal knowing processes of intuitive nature that are aimed at identifying what problems are worth engaging with.

The face-to-face version of the knowledge coffee room is often quite literally a coffee room or even a pub. The virtual versions, similarly to the research space, are rare and can only partially fulfil their role. The participants of the knowledge coffee room need to get together face to face, at least occasionally. One would expect that the virtual knowledge coffee rooms are even more complex than the previous collaborative spaces but this is not the case. All sorts of collaboration tools can be parts of it as long as they do not need to be in the centre of attention but seamlessly supporting the informal chit-chat; they should just connect the parties and get out of the way of the communication.

In this type of knowledge sharing the participants are the leader (decision taker) and the creative problem solver, who we will later call the alchemist. The inputs in this knowledge sharing are two types of informal generic views of what is going on in the field; as both of these are ill-structured we call them gossips. The viewpoint of the leader is what is needed, where the organization is heading and the viewpoint of the creatives is what new knowledge is available and can be created. This way they figure out what problems need and can be solved. This process we call grasping the essence. The output of the process is a problem, more frequently a set of problems, that will be the input for the chef’s knowledge restaurant. The most interesting aspect of this type of knowledge sharing is that the leader and the creatives sometimes do not even appear to speak of the problem(s) under scrutiny; it sound rather like a social chat. Or, at least, this is what an outsider can hear. This is a very deep sort of collaboration which assigns the direction of the future research.

We said earlier that the leader and the creative are alone in the knowledge coffee room; this is not always and necessarily true. The process of grasping the essence often works better if supported by the coach – who, in the f-era, we call f-coach. This type of knowledge sharing is very important for the full picture and as an input source for the previous stage, therefore we will dig somewhat deeper to figure out the various ways of coaching the most complex knowledge restaurants.

4. Coaching reinterpreted

In this section we try to give a better picture of the knowledge restaurants introduced in the previous sections by finding their place in the organization adopting a process view. The
knowledge restaurants are structural elements the purpose of which can only be seen if placed in the relevant processes. In order to do this, we need to make another distinction; following Kotter (1999), we distinguish the leader from the manager. The leader has a fuzzy vision of the future and deals with the change. The manager needs to transform this fuzzy vision into day-to-day operations in order to make the organization function; (s)he deals with complexity. They will have central roles in positioning our knowledge restaurants; to signify the f-era we may speak of f-managers and f-leaders but when we do not add the “f” we still think about them in the same way. But adding the “f” may be a useful reminder.

We need three additional players; while we cannot provide in-depth examination of these roles here, we draw a rough picture, only what is necessary to understand the positioning of the knowledge restaurants. The guru has already been mentioned but now we need to explain her/his role more accurately. For this study, the guru is the chief of the tribe (paradigm). (S)He is not necessarily coming up with the new ideas (although sometimes (s)he may) but her/his words decides what is included in the domain knowledge; i.e. (s)he single-handedly validates the new knowledge and (s)he also disseminates it. The guru, in this sense, is similar to a prophet of a field. The coach is a person outside the organization but within the domain. (S)He is delivering the teachings of the guru to the organization, helps combining it with the newly created ideas (nova), and puts these into the context of the organization. Following Handy (1999) we call the third role the alchemist. As the alchemists of occultism made gold out of lead, our alchemists make something out of nothing. They create the novum only out of their existing knowledge by rearranging what they know.

On Figure 2 we show how the four knowledge restaurants and the five players defined in this section are interrelated; by doing so we position the knowledge restaurants in the organizational context.
The knowledge buffet and the à la cart knowledge restaurant, i.e. the two knowledge restaurants that operate in the normal paradigm, are connected to the managers. To emphasize that the knowledge buffet is naturally suited to be virtual, and many of them really are, we talk about a knowledge portal. To emphasize that in the à la cart knowledge restaurant everything depends on the knowledge broker, we use the broker as the epithet for this type of restaurants. These two restaurants are connected to the managers without involving additional players. Providing the portal and the development space the managers bring together the involved parties (operations+construction or construction+development); what the guests of these restaurants do is looking for solutions – and hopefully finding them. The solutions on the knowledge portals are completely ready-made; the ones recommended by the knowledge broker can be customized to a certain degree. This is the more traditional and still the more common way of using these two restaurants. However, more and more frequently, there are solutions offered with no clear indication of what problem they could/would/should solve. Finding a problem for an existing solution may also be very useful and we believe that this is one of the challenges of the f-era. This basically means a train of thought like “here is this incredibly interesting new knowledge – what can we do with it? Can we use it somehow?” The ones who will be good at finding problems for existing solutions will gain advantage. This second way of making use of the knowledge portal and the knowledge restaurant involves the interaction of the leader and the managers.
The two knowledge restaurants of paradigmatic revolutions, in which the knowledge is recommended by the chef and the knowledge coffee room in which we make our own drink, are connected to the leader. A better understanding of how these two versions of knowledge sharing work, we need to reinterpret the concept of coaching. It is possible that we will find other terms for more accurate description at a later time but currently we can just extend the concept of coaching.

The fundamental form of executive coaching is what we call shadow coaching. As the coach in this case is constantly with the leader (like a shadow) there is no knowledge restaurant directly associated with coaching; however, important knowledge sharing takes place in this relationship. If we wanted to follow the analogy of restaurants, this would be eating a hotdog on the street along the way. There is no need to stop for this type of knowledge sharing, apart from occasional reflections – just think about eating your hotdog on the street and the mustard dripping. The coach is linked, apart from the leader also to the guru and the alchemist. During the shadow coaching (s)he uses the teachings of the guru, acquired typically from the books and conference presentations of the guru, and the nova of the alchemists, typically acquired through her/his network, and puts these into the context of the organization in interaction with the leader. This will affect directly where he organization is going to go in the future. This is the most natural and most frequent work of the executive coach. Strangely, this is also the only type of coaching, as we interpret coaching for this study, which necessarily involves the coach.

The second version of coaching is related to the knowledge coffee room. This is where the leader and the alchemist meet. The leader, based on her/his knowledge of the field of the organization, outlines problems that, if solved, could gain advantage for the organization. The alchemist, based on her/his knowledge of the knowledge domain, outlines problems that could be solved. They are pitching problems to each other. Through this process the leader and the alchemist come up with a problem that needs to be solved and can be solved; this is usually a problem that none of them thought of in advance. If we revisit what we have said about the role of the coach, we can say that some sort of coaching happens in the knowledge coffee room. The problem that needs to be solved is pitched by the leader and then it is re-contextualized by the alchemist in terms of the knowledge domain. The problem that can be solved is pitched by the alchemist and then it is re-contextualized by the leader in terms of the field of the organization. It may happen that the shadow coach of the leader is present and (s)he coaches this process but more frequently it happens without the coach being present. Instead of saying that the alchemist and the leader coach each other it is perhaps more accurate to say that the coaching process somehow happens.
The third type of coaching happens in restaurants where the chef is recommending the knowledge. Most of the restaurants where the chef is recommending the dish have two parts. One we call the restaurant, the other the laboratory. For instance Ferran Adrià, the world no. 1 chef, has his restaurant open only for 6 months a year, the rest he spends in his laboratory – inventing new dishes. As nobody knows what is going on in the laboratory, we did not include it on the picture, although this is the part which corresponds to the research space described above. The guru and the alchemist lock themselves in the laboratory, eventually letting in the guys from the development, and they do some really occult things of creating the nova. The other part of the restaurant is what the guests can see; here the nova are pitched to the leader. It is true, as we described above, the novum cooked up in the occult laboratory of the chef’s knowledge restaurant will be used by the development but this will only happen if the novum was successfully pitched and caught; i.e. if it has the leader’s approval. The knowledge sharing in both parts of this knowledge restaurant may involve some coaching in a similar sense as in the previous case; i.e. frequently without a coach being present.

To place the four knowledge restaurants in the organizational context we need three types of processes. The first is about finding a solution (ready-made or from the menu), in these cases the solutions need to be served. The pitching-catch process is related to the radical new knowledge, to the nova; this process we use in the sense as described by Elsbach (2003). The managers and the leader are also connected through pitching-catch processes. The managers may pitch the new knowledge found on the knowledge portal or suggested by the knowledge broker; this is then re-contextualized by the leader in terms of the future of the organization. We can also consider a special form of pitching-catch process the leader delivering the fuzzy vision regarding the organization’s future; this is then re-contextualized by the managers in terms of the organization’s present. We believe that the successful organizations of the future will be those which can run these three processes in order to provide appropriate spaces for the four knowledge restaurants.

5. Conclusions

In the present study we have touched upon many concepts; using some of them in a more conventional way and some less. We distinguished the knowledge sharing from the knowledge transfer, the f-era from the e-era, the leaders from the managers, the research from the development, reinterpreted the concept of coaching, introduced the guru and the alchemist. We did not provide exact definitions for any of these and we do not believe that it is necessary or even useful. In the f-era we rather rely on metaphors and, more importantly, on webs of metaphors.
We have developed such web metaphors in three steps. First we introduced a typology of knowledge, in which we distinguish between the facts, the skills, the intuitive insights and the intuitive knowledge of problems. All the four knowledge types had a tacit focal part and an explicit subsidiary part. Based on these types of knowledge we have introduced four types of knowledge restaurants, namely the knowledge buffet, the à la cart knowledge restaurant, the chef’s knowledge restaurant, and the knowledge coffee room. The four restaurants are metaphors of different types of knowledge sharing, resulting in a different new knowledge. These knowledge restaurants were then placed into organizational context through establishing relationships between the restaurants and the major players of the organizational knowing processes.

Through this three-step process we introduced a knowledge-based view of organizations, focusing on the transpersonal dimension of the knowing processes. We could try to invent a name for these organizations, such as knowledge-based organizations, but any of the potential names will fail to capture one or more important aspects. Therefore, as we believe that this is what the successful organizations of the f-era will be like, we simply call them f-organizations.
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